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four dolls and 38 full color costumes portray a proper victorian era family at work and play
dresses with bustles morning suits sporting wear much more 12 plates detailed accurate
renderings of 2 dolls 28 costumes queen victoria s wedding gown evening dress by worth dolly
varden walking suit more drawn from the paper doll collection of the boston children s museum
this volume reproduces in full color two historic cut out paper dolls and 30 authentic and
exquisite costumes the dolls and outfits were originally published in the boston herald s sunday
supplements during 1895 96 dress a pert miss in charming authentic 19th century fashions
pleated party dress calico day dress lace trimmed day suit with velvet jacket several more 1 doll
8 full color costume plates 2 dolls boy and girl and 29 costumes for gardening a dinner party
formal dance boating tennis baseball other activities rendered with period accuracy and precise
detail generations of middle class family display fashions everyday attire of 1870s 1880s
america 7 full color dolls with 36 full color costumes 4 charming little ladies of the victorian era
come with wardrobes for every season and all hours of the day perky pinafores ruffled dresses
cloaks shawls and more 48 stickers 4 female dolls with 28 elegant high fashion costumes printed
in full color you are invited to take tea with the elegantly gowned grand paper doll ladies of the
victorian era the formal ritual of afternoon high tea lends itself to glorified gowns worn by the
hostess and her guests each page in this fantastically detailed book illustrates the dramatically
changing silhouette of queen victoria s long reign from crinoline hoopskirts to bustles and on to
leg o mutton sleeves the lavish gowns are presented in splendid tea party period settings
gloriously illustrated by sandra vanderpool plus commentary by fashion expert david wolfe two
dolls each wearing a dress improver or bustle are accompanied by a lavish wardrobe of 26
costumes including a riding outfit walking dress visiting gown for afternoon calls a seaside
promenade costume elegant ball gowns and a bridal outfit with a sash of orange blossoms a
delightful treasure for paper doll fans and students of costume design and fashion history four
alluring yet malevolent paper dolls come with a wardrobe of bustle gowns and stands depicting
a graveyard and other sinister settings inspired by the hit showtime tv series penny dreadful
these dolls will appeal to those with an interest in victoriana and the related resurgence of
gothic horror fiction three victorian era paper dolls with a variety of costumes and accessories
norma lu meehan the talented paper doll artist whose specialty is historic costume has created a
unique book commemorating a collection of antique like fashion dolls the dolls were designed
and executed by john burbidge head bridal designer for priscilla of boston he calls his exquisite
little ladies les petites dames de mode they are housed in the ventfort hall musuem in lenox ma
this new double sized paper doll book is a labor of love by norma lu with 16 pages of outfits
rendered so meticulously that you can almost feel the luxurious fabrics and extravagant trims of
the victorian and edwardian eras there are gorgeous ball gowns smart daytime outfits a wedding
gown and a negligee all captured with exacting detail that will delight serious fashion historians
and charm paper doll collectors each outfit is annotated four little lady paper dolls represent the
fashion epochs featured in mr burbidge s extraordinary collection of contemporary creations
that are easily mistaken for genuine antiques this book is a must for fashion history enthusiasts
from the gilded age comes a stylish wardrobe for a young couple that includes elegant evening
wear handsome daytime clothing and engaging period accessories two dolls 16 costumes little
ladies with wardrobes for every season perky pinafores ruffled dresses cloaks shawls and much
more 16 stylish costumes for a wealthy couple includes capes cloaks and two piece suits for the
gentleman modest day dresses elegant off the shoulder evening wear and a lovely long sleeved
wedding gown for the lady these lovely mid victorian era costumes have been faithfully
rendered from the publication that was the last word on clothing styles of the period and include
elegant evening dresses bridal gowns and daytime wear outfits are accompanied by hats and
fanciful hair styles of the period 2 dolls on gatefold cover and 16 costume plates sixteen elegant
costumes adapted from the lovely fashion plates in early issues 1838 1858 of the highly popular
and influential 19th century women s magazine invite paper doll fans of all ages to dress two
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ladies in elegant apparel an outdoor ensemble trimmed in fur and a bridal gown of ruffles and
lace are among the lavish outfits in this delightfully rendered collection in full color 7 female
fashion dolls with 50 costumes from the pages of godey s lady s book includes little girl s clothes
ball gowns hats even a period bathing suit and wedding gown in this splendidly detailed and
historically accurate collection noted artist and fashion authority tom tierney recreates a rich
selection of great victorian fashions spanning a wide range of outfits and styles to dress on two
paper dolls 28 full color illustrations 4 mouse dolls plus costumes for midsummer eve s ball
visiting a castle first day of school holidays more numerous accessories eight lovable animal
paper dolls with 2 or 3 victorian style costumes each and charming accessories 16 full color
plates 4 delightful dolls 28 authentic period costumes based on 19th century children s book
illustrations lovable animal paper dolls with 2 or 3 victorian style costumes each and charming
accessories a victorian themed historical paper doll featuring 2 paper dolls and 15 full color mix
and match outfit sheets each skirt comes with two matching bodices or get creative and mix and
match across the whole set these gowns are based on actual dresses and the book includes a
list of references two debutantes are poised for their introduction to society dress them in 16
opulent gowns complete with crinolines corsets bustles and other period accessories for their
coming out parties when we think of ladies of the victorian era our first thought doesn t go to
sports yet women of the 19th century found many ways to be active despite the restrictive
clothing of the day full skirts were typically worn for riding skating croquet golf tennis hiking
fencing and archery bloomers aided in activities such as cycling gymnastics and swimming
toward the end of the 20th century women participated in team sports including field hockey
volleyball baseball and basketball artist and fashion historian brenda sneathen mattox
represents 14 victorian sporting activities in a beautifully illustrated wardrobe for two dolls the
well researched costumes depict riding 1840s gymnastics 1850s croquet 1860s bathing 1860s
skating 1870s hiking 1870s baseball 1880s tennis 1880s shooting 1880s fencing 1890s archery
1890s cycling 1890s golf 1890s basketball 1890s an essay on the victorian sportswoman by
lorna currie thomopoulos adds to the collectibility of this historical fashion paper doll book 6
dolls and 42 elegant costumes from the mid victorian era among them velvet coats and a
cashmere jacket for the boys and fur trimmed skating costumes and party frocks for the girls
dress this feline family of 4 dolls in a wardrobe of full color victorian fashions and send them on
adventures to the park to the beach to parties and more 16 plates of color illustrations 2 dolls
and an elegant wardrobe for the european grand tour costumes for dinner in paris ice skating in
bavaria a viennese masked ball and more 16 costumes 2 dolls and 24 costumes re create the
turn of the century charm of the gibson girl for doll collectors and fashion historians two dolls
with 30 costumes model the aristocratic american styles worn by the vanderbilts astors
belmonts and other patrician ladies from the 1870s through the early 1900s notes meet dolly
polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can begin creating
your collection of paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 30 outfits in
1910s styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians fashion enthusiasts
costume history lovers paper doll collectors or anyone interested in 1900s please be aware that
these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to
childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may need the
help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice
opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and collections
of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can learn a lot
while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes
on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help
for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication and
cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role
playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as
memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired
by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most of their
wardrobe pieces are vintage fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although there are many
costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it is still best to describe them as
inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially undergarments are more
modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from dollys and
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friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these
paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history become one of
their passions paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is
cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great time with this entertaining activity
whether they are fashion enthusiasts history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults
magnificent collection of 3 dolls and 18 gorgeous costumes by one of the victorian era s premier
couturiers and fashion innovators wardrobes include elegant ball gowns visiting outfits more two
appealing realistic dolls and 24 charming costumes all based on actual dress of victorian period
detailed carefully researched apparel includes riding habit rose trimmed ballet costume sailor
suits ice skating outfits clothes for attending a birthday party more numerous accessories ever
wonder what little girls wore 100 years ago twenty four reusable stickers let you dress a little
victorian girl in dresses bonnets and all the proper accessories 1 doll printed on inside back
cover plus 24 full color stickers meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls with this book which has
3 paper dolls and 30 outfits in 1900s styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion
historians fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or anyone interested
in 1900s please be aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper
dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children
younger children may need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and
children together and collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger
generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where
dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting
these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also
helps to develop communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time
spent playing with these paper dolls as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls
have a long history and although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage fashions or period
costumes while these clothes are created after research each outfit may not be authentic for
that time period although there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed
books it is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not exact period
costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the dolls to be used with different
wardrobe choices every new outfit from dollys and friends originals books you will get will be
wearable by these original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with children can
also make fashion and history become one of their passions paper doll fans and children of all
ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can
have a great time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts history
lovers paper doll collectors children or adults
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Victorian Family Paper Dolls
1999-01-01

four dolls and 38 full color costumes portray a proper victorian era family at work and play
dresses with bustles morning suits sporting wear much more 12 plates

Great Fashion Designs of the Victorian Era Paper Dolls in
Full Color
1987-12

detailed accurate renderings of 2 dolls 28 costumes queen victoria s wedding gown evening
dress by worth dolly varden walking suit more

Antique Fashion Paper Dolls of the 1890s
1984-05

drawn from the paper doll collection of the boston children s museum this volume reproduces in
full color two historic cut out paper dolls and 30 authentic and exquisite costumes the dolls and
outfits were originally published in the boston herald s sunday supplements during 1895 96

Little Victorian Girl Paper Doll
1994-02-01

dress a pert miss in charming authentic 19th century fashions pleated party dress calico day
dress lace trimmed day suit with velvet jacket several more 1 doll 8 full color costume plates

Victorian Children Paper Dolls
1996-04-01

2 dolls boy and girl and 29 costumes for gardening a dinner party formal dance boating tennis
baseball other activities rendered with period accuracy and precise detail

American Family of the Victorian Era Paper Dolls
1986-01-01

generations of middle class family display fashions everyday attire of 1870s 1880s america 7 full
color dolls with 36 full color costumes

Four Victorian Girls Sticker Paper Dolls
1996-09-01

4 charming little ladies of the victorian era come with wardrobes for every season and all hours
of the day perky pinafores ruffled dresses cloaks shawls and more 48 stickers

Victorian Fashion Paper Dolls from Harper's Bazar [sic],
1867-1898
1977-06
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4 female dolls with 28 elegant high fashion costumes printed in full color

Victorian Tea Time Paper Dolls
2017-08-11

you are invited to take tea with the elegantly gowned grand paper doll ladies of the victorian era
the formal ritual of afternoon high tea lends itself to glorified gowns worn by the hostess and her
guests each page in this fantastically detailed book illustrates the dramatically changing
silhouette of queen victoria s long reign from crinoline hoopskirts to bustles and on to leg o
mutton sleeves the lavish gowns are presented in splendid tea party period settings gloriously
illustrated by sandra vanderpool plus commentary by fashion expert david wolfe

High Victorian Fashions Paper Dolls
2001-12-01

two dolls each wearing a dress improver or bustle are accompanied by a lavish wardrobe of 26
costumes including a riding outfit walking dress visiting gown for afternoon calls a seaside
promenade costume elegant ball gowns and a bridal outfit with a sash of orange blossoms a
delightful treasure for paper doll fans and students of costume design and fashion history

Victorian Paper Dolls
1920-01-01

four alluring yet malevolent paper dolls come with a wardrobe of bustle gowns and stands
depicting a graveyard and other sinister settings inspired by the hit showtime tv series penny
dreadful these dolls will appeal to those with an interest in victoriana and the related resurgence
of gothic horror fiction

Victorian Vixens Paper Dolls
2015-08-19

three victorian era paper dolls with a variety of costumes and accessories

Three Antique Paper Dolls
2000-04

norma lu meehan the talented paper doll artist whose specialty is historic costume has created a
unique book commemorating a collection of antique like fashion dolls the dolls were designed
and executed by john burbidge head bridal designer for priscilla of boston he calls his exquisite
little ladies les petites dames de mode they are housed in the ventfort hall musuem in lenox ma
this new double sized paper doll book is a labor of love by norma lu with 16 pages of outfits
rendered so meticulously that you can almost feel the luxurious fabrics and extravagant trims of
the victorian and edwardian eras there are gorgeous ball gowns smart daytime outfits a wedding
gown and a negligee all captured with exacting detail that will delight serious fashion historians
and charm paper doll collectors each outfit is annotated four little lady paper dolls represent the
fashion epochs featured in mr burbidge s extraordinary collection of contemporary creations
that are easily mistaken for genuine antiques this book is a must for fashion history enthusiasts

Little Ladies of Fashion Paper Dolls of the Victorian and
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Edwardian Eras
2013-05-01

from the gilded age comes a stylish wardrobe for a young couple that includes elegant evening
wear handsome daytime clothing and engaging period accessories two dolls 16 costumes

Late Victorian Costumes Paper Dolls
1998

little ladies with wardrobes for every season perky pinafores ruffled dresses cloaks shawls and
much more

Four Victorian Girls Sticker Paper Dolls
1996-09

16 stylish costumes for a wealthy couple includes capes cloaks and two piece suits for the
gentleman modest day dresses elegant off the shoulder evening wear and a lovely long sleeved
wedding gown for the lady

Early Victorian Costumes Paper Dolls
1998

these lovely mid victorian era costumes have been faithfully rendered from the publication that
was the last word on clothing styles of the period and include elegant evening dresses bridal
gowns and daytime wear outfits are accompanied by hats and fanciful hair styles of the period 2
dolls on gatefold cover and 16 costume plates

Godey's Fashions Paper Dolls 1860-1879
2004-05-06

sixteen elegant costumes adapted from the lovely fashion plates in early issues 1838 1858 of
the highly popular and influential 19th century women s magazine invite paper doll fans of all
ages to dress two ladies in elegant apparel an outdoor ensemble trimmed in fur and a bridal
gown of ruffles and lace are among the lavish outfits in this delightfully rendered collection

Godey's Early Victorian Fashions Paper Dolls
2004-11

in full color 7 female fashion dolls with 50 costumes from the pages of godey s lady s book
includes little girl s clothes ball gowns hats even a period bathing suit and wedding gown

Fashion Paper Dolls from Godey's Lady's Book,
1840-1854
1977-06-01

in this splendidly detailed and historically accurate collection noted artist and fashion authority
tom tierney recreates a rich selection of great victorian fashions spanning a wide range of outfits
and styles to dress on two paper dolls 28 full color illustrations
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Great Fashion Designs of the Victorian Era
1987-12-01

4 mouse dolls plus costumes for midsummer eve s ball visiting a castle first day of school
holidays more numerous accessories

Doll-Victorian Mouse Paper Dolls in Full Color
1986-01-01

eight lovable animal paper dolls with 2 or 3 victorian style costumes each and charming
accessories 16 full color plates

Victorian Pets
1986

4 delightful dolls 28 authentic period costumes based on 19th century children s book
illustrations

Kate Greenaway Paper Dolls
1981

lovable animal paper dolls with 2 or 3 victorian style costumes each and charming accessories

Victorian Pets-Paper Dolls in Full Color
1986-09-01

a victorian themed historical paper doll featuring 2 paper dolls and 15 full color mix and match
outfit sheets each skirt comes with two matching bodices or get creative and mix and match
across the whole set these gowns are based on actual dresses and the book includes a list of
references

Transformation Dress
2016-08-03

two debutantes are poised for their introduction to society dress them in 16 opulent gowns
complete with crinolines corsets bustles and other period accessories for their coming out
parties

Elegant Debutante Gowns of the 1800s Paper Dolls
2008-03-14

when we think of ladies of the victorian era our first thought doesn t go to sports yet women of
the 19th century found many ways to be active despite the restrictive clothing of the day full
skirts were typically worn for riding skating croquet golf tennis hiking fencing and archery
bloomers aided in activities such as cycling gymnastics and swimming toward the end of the
20th century women participated in team sports including field hockey volleyball baseball and
basketball artist and fashion historian brenda sneathen mattox represents 14 victorian sporting
activities in a beautifully illustrated wardrobe for two dolls the well researched costumes depict
riding 1840s gymnastics 1850s croquet 1860s bathing 1860s skating 1870s hiking 1870s
baseball 1880s tennis 1880s shooting 1880s fencing 1890s archery 1890s cycling 1890s golf
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1890s basketball 1890s an essay on the victorian sportswoman by lorna currie thomopoulos
adds to the collectibility of this historical fashion paper doll book

Victorian Sports Paper Dolls
2020-05-15

6 dolls and 42 elegant costumes from the mid victorian era among them velvet coats and a
cashmere jacket for the boys and fur trimmed skating costumes and party frocks for the girls

Historical Paper Dolls
1997

dress this feline family of 4 dolls in a wardrobe of full color victorian fashions and send them on
adventures to the park to the beach to parties and more 16 plates of color illustrations

Children's Fashions from Godey's Lady's Book Paper
Dolls
1997-04-30

2 dolls and an elegant wardrobe for the european grand tour costumes for dinner in paris ice
skating in bavaria a viennese masked ball and more 16 costumes

Victorian Cat Family
1984

2 dolls and 24 costumes re create the turn of the century charm of the gibson girl for doll
collectors and fashion historians

Victorian Debutante Paper Doll
1997-05

two dolls with 30 costumes model the aristocratic american styles worn by the vanderbilts astors
belmonts and other patrician ladies from the 1870s through the early 1900s notes

Gibson Girl
1985-01-01

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can
begin creating your collection of paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more
than 30 outfits in 1910s styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians fashion
enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or anyone interested in 1900s please be
aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a
gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children
may need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however
this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together
and collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations
can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to
change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is
a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication
and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling
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role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls
as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although
inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most
of their wardrobe pieces are vintage fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created
after research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although there are many
costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it is still best to describe them as
inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially undergarments are more
modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from dollys and
friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these
paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history become one of
their passions paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is
cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great time with this entertaining activity
whether they are fashion enthusiasts history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Newport Fashions of the Gilded Age Paper Dolls
2005-12-01

magnificent collection of 3 dolls and 18 gorgeous costumes by one of the victorian era s premier
couturiers and fashion innovators wardrobes include elegant ball gowns visiting outfits more

Dollys and Friends Originals 1910s Paper Dolls
2020-07-18

two appealing realistic dolls and 24 charming costumes all based on actual dress of victorian
period detailed carefully researched apparel includes riding habit rose trimmed ballet costume
sailor suits ice skating outfits clothes for attending a birthday party more numerous accessories

Worth Fashion Review Paper Dolls
1996-12-01

ever wonder what little girls wore 100 years ago twenty four reusable stickers let you dress a
little victorian girl in dresses bonnets and all the proper accessories 1 doll printed on inside back
cover plus 24 full color stickers

Old-Fashioned Children Paper Dolls
1989-01-01

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can
begin creating your collection of paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and 30
outfits in 1900s styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians fashion
enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or anyone interested in 1900s please be
aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a
gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children
may need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however
this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together
and collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations
can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to
change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is
a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication
and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling
role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls
as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although
inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most
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of their wardrobe pieces are vintage fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created
after research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although there are many
costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it is still best to describe them as
inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially undergarments are more
modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from dollys and
friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these
paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history become one of
their passions paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is
cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great time with this entertaining activity
whether they are fashion enthusiasts history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Lauren the Victorian Girl Sticker Paper Doll
1999-05-13

Dollys and Friends Originals 1900s Paper Dolls
2020-06-15

The Victorian Paper Doll Wardrobe/3 Paper Dolls With 12
Costumes
1992-04-01
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